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Abstract
Extracting frequent patterns from databases has always been an imperative task for the data mining community. Literature
has endowed plentiful endeavors to this research area with significant breakthroughs. Mining of rare patterns although being
subsided has proved to be of vital importance in many domains. The application of rare pattern mining is inevitable and
thus has become an emerging field of research. However, discovering rare patterns from databases comes up with numerous
challenges. This article provides a concise overview of the various research issues involved in rare pattern mining through
experimental analysis using real-life and synthetic datasets. Rare pattern mining being a new area has abundant scope and
there are still certain gaps that need to be filled. In this article, we also present some viable future directions for the researchers
to better perceive the area of rare pattern mining.
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Introduction

Rare patterns, unlike the frequent ones, are those whose
frequency of appearance in the dataset is below a user-
defined threshold. Frequent pattern mining techniques tend
to prune such patterns considering them to be undesirable or
of no interest. The research community, however, has wit-
nessed the significance of rare patterns in many domains.
For instance, inimical drug reactions can be identified by
some rare responses to medications in the field of biology.
Similarly in the field of network security, rare events or occur-
rencesmay indicate some security threats or network failures.
Mining rare patterns using traditional frequent pattern min-
ing techniques proves to be ineffectual if the user-defined
threshold is pushed too low, an issue known as rare item
dilemma. Existing frequent pattern generation methods for
rare pattern miningmay spawn enormous number of patterns
or rules escalating the computational complexity. Thus sig-
nificant rare pattern mining techniques have been devised for
extracting the rare patterns.
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Many significant works have been reported in the area of
rare pattern mining in recent years. The different endeavors
for mining rare patterns have extensively employed the emi-
nent pattern mining strategies like Apriori and FP-Growth.
Since its inception, there have been a wide range of research
publications addressing the various issues involved in the
extraction of rare patterns. Despite such numerous and fruit-
ful attempts, there are still some issues that demand utmost
attention from the rare patternmining community. This flour-
ishing field thus appeals for an exhaustive review of the
various issues and challenges associated with the mining of
rare patterns and some feasible solutions for eradicating the
same as future directions for the researches. Although there
is an initial attempt to provide the literature review of existing
rare pattern mining techniques in [77], till now no initiative
has been taken to outline the major rare pattern mining chal-
lenges through experimental analysis along with significant
future perspectives for the same.

In this article, we attempt to contribute an extensive review
on the obstacles encountered during rare pattern mining
through experimental analysis using benchmark datasets,
along with possible solutions. There is immense scope for
this emerging area and some significant issues in the field of
patternmining is still untouched. This paper thus aims to pro-
vide some future directions worthwhile for the researchers.
To sum up, the major contributions of this paper are as fol-
lows:
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– Identification of the major rare pattern mining challenges
through experimental analysis using real-life and syn-
thetic datasets.

– Comparison between the area of frequent and rare pattern
mining with respect to the number of initiatives taken.

– Illustration of significant future directions for the area of
rare pattern mining.

Our discussion on this paper is arranged as follows:
Significance of rare patterns and rare rules is depicted in “Sig-
nificance of rare patterns and rare association rules”. “Rare
pattern mining methodologies” provides a brief illustration
of different methodologies for mining rare patterns followed
by experimental analysis of the major research challenges
faced by rare pattern mining techniques in “Major research
challenges for rare pattern mining techniques”. A compari-
son between the number of attempts based on frequent and
rare pattern mining is elucidated in “Frequent vs rare pattern
mining: a comparison”. The paper proceeds to discuss some
viable future directions for the rare pattern mining commu-
nity in “Future directions for rare pattern mining” and finally
ends with a conclusion in “Conclusion”.

Significance of rare patterns and rare
association rules

Mining of rare patterns from databases has always been over-
looked, giving more emphasis on the frequent ones. Recent
studies show that these uncommon or unusual patterns are
proficient in discovering hidden useful information from
databases in various domains. Significance of rare patterns
and the rare association rules obtained from them is mani-
fold. There are some areas where the rare patterns have been
found to bemore important as compared to the frequent ones.
This section attempts to establish the importance of rare pat-
terns and rare association rules in different domains with the
help of suitable examples. Following are some of the appli-
cation areas where detection of rare patterns may prove to be
beneficial over the frequent patterns:

1. Network intrusion detection In case of network packet
databases for Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), the
number of intrusions is very less as compared to the total
network traffic. The intrusions thus represent some rare
events that need to be considered for detecting network
anomalies.

2. Credit card fraud detection The credit card transactions
stored in databases are millions in number. However,
fraudulent activities in such transactions are rare and
hence are very few in number.

3. Medical diagnosis In medical diagnosis, mammogram
images are often used for cancer detection. In the entire

Fig. 1 Number of rare pattern mining techniques developed

image, however, only a small fragment indicates the can-
cerous pixels.

4. Insurance risk modeling In case of insurance companies,
the claims from the insurers are rare but may prove to be
costly for them.

5. Web mining In on-line marketing applications, although
a lot of people visit the website, only a small percentage
of the people make the purchase.

6. Hardware fault detection Faults in hardware equipments
occur very rarely but need to be considered for the detec-
tion of equipment failure.

The research community is greatly benefited by the emer-
gence of rare pattern mining. Over the years, there has been
considerable growth and progression of the area of rare
pattern mining. The fact becomes evident from Fig. 1 that
justifies the growing interest of researchers for rare patterns
and rare rules extracted from them. The figure is a graphical
illustration of the number of rare pattern mining techniques
developed since 1999, spanning different issues of rare pat-
tern extraction.

Rare patternminingmethodologies

The concept of pattern mining was first introduced by
Agrawal et al. [8], for mining the frequent patterns. They
defined K = {k1, k2, . . . km} as a set of items and insisted
that the itemset K is frequent if and only if its frequency
of occurrence in the database D is equal to or greater than
the user-defined minimum support threshold. Their initial
endeavor towards frequent pattern mining is the eminent
Apriori algorithm that employs a downward closure prop-
erty for producing the frequent patterns. TheApriori property
illustrates that “an itemset K is frequent only if all its subsets
are frequent”. Based on this property, the database is scanned
to generate the frequent 1-itemsets which are further used to
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Fig. 2 Evolution of rare pattern
mining techniques

generate frequent 2-itemsets and so on. This process contin-
ues until no more itemsets can be generated.

The efficiency of Apriori algorithm is considerably
reduced by the generation of enormous candidate itemsets
and multiple scanning of the database. To overcome this,
Han et al. [50] developed a data structure-based method for
mining the frequent patterns in mere two database scans.
A tree data structure called FP-Tree was used to maintain
the information of the database that prevents scanning the
database time and again. There after only the FP-Tree can
be employed during the mining process instead of referring
the database every time. This greatly minimizes the compu-
tational complexity by decreasing the number of database
scans and producing the frequent patterns without generat-
ing candidates. The Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms were
further extended for allowing the retainment of rare patterns.
Many of their variants for mining rare patterns have been
introduced in the literature.

The domain of rare pattern mining have greatly evolved
since its inception, spawning many Apriori and FP-Tree
based approaches. Figure 2 provides a year-wise depiction
of different approaches developed for rare pattern mining
along with the constraints adopted. This section elucidates
some attempts for mining the rare patterns using the frequent
pattern mining methodologies. “Extensions of apriori” illus-
trates some versions of Apriori for rare pattern mining while
“Extensions of FP-growth” discusses the FP-Growth exten-
sions.

Extensions of apriori

As discussed earlier, the primer algorithm in the field of pat-
tern mining is the Apriori algorithm. Apriori algorithm is
suitable for frequent pattern mining and cannot be used pre-
cisely for mining the rare patterns. Hence many variations of
Apriori have been proposed for rare pattern mining.

The first attempt towards rare association rule mining was
made by Liu et al. [96] in their algorithm called MS-Apriori
that employs anApriori like strategy to incorporate some rare
items during itemset generation. The authors argued that a
single support threshold cannot be used for extracting the
rare patterns effectively and ended up proposing a “multiple
support framework” for the same. The framework assigns
each item their individual support values instead of relying
on a single one. The algorithm is efficient in finding rare
patterns but it employed an additional parameter β that adds
to the computational complexity of the algorithm. Kiran et
al. [74] in their algorithm IMS-Apriori, improved the initial
MS-Apriori algorithm by incorporating another parameter of
support difference. Even though it succeeded in generating
more number of rare items it increases the burden of assign-
ing two extra parameters: β and support difference. Lee at
al. [85] extended the concept of multiple minimum supports
using a model called maximum constraints model. The min-
imum support considered in this case is the maximum value
among the minimum support values assigned to each item.
The algorithm is faster due to granular bit string computation
but fails to generate the complete set of rare items.
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Some algorithms extend the Apriori algorithm and use
only a single minimum support threshold to find the rare
itemsets. The most significant effort in this regard was made
in [135]. The algorithm called ARIMA is capable of find-
ing the complete set of rare items but spends a lot of time
looking for the rare and frequent itemsets. ARIMA is further
extended by Hoque et al. [56] in their algorithm FRIMA that
generates both the frequent and rare itemsets. The algorithm
maintains the rare, frequent and zero itemsets in three dif-
ferent candidate lists and later on merges the lists containing
frequent and rare itemsets into a single list removing the zero
itemsets. The algorithmmanaged to generate the complete set
of rare items in lesser execution time than ARIMA but con-
sumed a higher amount of memory due to the retainment of
zero itemsets along with the frequent and rare itemsets. Adda
et al. [2] employed a strategy different from the previous
approaches. Their algorithmAfRIM, performs the level-wise
search in top-down fashion unlike the traditional bottom-
up search approach. The algorithm initially generates the
largest candidate itemset combining all rare items and then
proceeds to generate the smaller candidate itemsets. Similar
to FRIMA, it also suffers from the drawback of generating
zero support itemsets. Pillay and Vyas [120] identified the
need for high-utility rare itemsets and proceed to generate
the same in their algorithm HURI. To measure the signifi-
cance of rare itemsets, HURI consider the utility values of
the itemsets along with their frequencies. The itemsets satis-
fying the predefined minimum utility value are considered to
be rare, discarding other itemsets.Despite generating the user
interested rare itemsets, the algorithm proves to be tedious
due to the pre-assignment of utility values to each individual
item. Instead of generating the complete set of rare itemsets,
Haglin and Manning [45] developed the MINIT algorithm
to generate only a subset of the rare itemsets called minimal
infrequent itemsets. The algorithm assigns individual ranks
to the items based on their support values and further con-
siders only the higher rank items for itemset generation. The
algorithm spends lesser execution time due to the genera-
tion of only minimal infrequent itemsets but still misses out
some significant rare itemsets. Rarity algorithm proposed by
Troiano et al. [144] considers the longest transaction in the
database for rare itemset generation and performs a level-
wise top-down search like AfRIM. The algorithm maintains
a Candidate list for retaining the rare itemsets and a Veto list
for retaining the frequent itemsets. The rare itemsets gener-
ated are finally stored in another list. Despite generating the
complete set of rare items, the algorithm undergoes memory
overhead.

In addition to the usage of a single minimum support
threshold or multiple minimum support thresholds, some
rare pattern mining techniques employ dynamic thresholds
or more than one threshold. RSAA algorithm proposed by
Yun et al. [166] employed two thresholds, one for generat-

ing the rare itemsets and another for generating the frequent
itemsets. The advantage of this algorithm is that it is indepen-
dent of the parameter β employed by MS-Apriori but fails
to outperform in terms of execution time. Tao et al. [142] in
their algorithm WARM employed weighted support instead
of minimum support threshold. Based on the significance
of items, a weight is assigned to each item and only those
items are considered further that satisfy the predefinedweight
threshold. However, assigning proper weights to each item
adds to complexity of the algorithm.Wang et al. [153] in their
algorithmAdaptiveApriori, pushed some support constraints
on the itemsets. The lowest minimum support is considered,
in case two or more constraints are applied on the itemsets.
Maintaining the ordering of items even at run time becomes
a tedious affair for the algorithm. DCS Apriori developed
by Selvi and Tamilarasi [129] uses two support thresholds:
Dynamic and Collective. Using the Dynamic support count,
significant rare items are retained and the items that do not
satisfy the Collective support are removed. Although the
algorithm is independent of the user-defined threshold, it fails
to produce the complete set of rare items. Sadhasivam and
Tamilarasi [127] proposedAutomatedAprioriRare that auto-
matically assigns the support thresholds to items to derive
the frequent as well as rare itemsets. The algorithm employs
the strategy of MS-Apriori to extract the rare itemsets and
Apriori to derive the frequent itemsets. The algorithm has
the advantage of operating in parallel but misses out some
significant rare itemsets.

Extensions of FP-growth

Apriori-based techniques prove to be inefficient while min-
ing the rare itemsets since there will be a rapid escalation in
the number of candidate itemsets as the rare items are also
retained during the itemset generation phase. To overcome
the shortcomings of Apriori strategy, some rare pattern min-
ing techniques have adopted the concept used by FP-Growth.

The first in this list is the CFP-Growth algorithm that
extendsFP-Growth using “multipleminimumsupport frame-
work” to mine the rare itemsets. The algorithm stores the
information about the itemsets in a tree structure called Min-
imum Item Supports (MIS) tree. The algorithm proved to
be highly scalable, even though the tree construction phase
is a bit costlier. Kiran and Reddy [75] further extended the
CFP-Growth algorithm in their proposed approach, Maxi-
mum Constraint based Conditional Frequent Pattern Growth
(MCCFP). The authors adopted the maximum constraint
model to assign individual Minimum Item Support (MIS)
values to the items. The algorithm proved to be little expen-
sive than CFP-Growth algorithm due to an additional step of
item pruning. The Multiple Minimum Support using Maxi-
mum Constraints (MSFP) algorithm proposed by Elgaml et
al. [36] also employed the maximum constraint model. The
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Table 1 Datasets used Datasets Number of transactions Number of items Average transaction Size Type

Mushroom 8124 119 23 Dense

Connect-4 67,557 129 43 Dense

Gazelle 59,602 267 10 Sparse

Retail 88,162 16,470 10 Sparse

algorithm proceeds to generate the MIS trees for only those
itemsets that fulfill the predefined MIS value. The algorithm
is faster than the previous approaches but fails to generate
the complete set of rare items.

RP-Tree algorithm developed by Tsang et al. [146] finds
the rare itemsets using a single minimum support threshold.
It is an extension of FP-Growth algorithm that mines the
rare-item itemsets. The algorithm takes into account only
those transactions that posses minimum one rare item. The
algorithm is highly efficient than other rare pattern mining
algorithms in terms of execution time, but fails to generate
the complete set of rare items. RP-Tree is further extended
using multiple support thresholds by Bhatt and Patel [19]
using their Maximum Constraint Based Rare Pattern Tree
(MCRP) algorithm. The algorithm proved to be highly effi-
cient due to the avoidance of costly pruning steps but again
fails to produce the complete set of rare items. Gupta et al.
[44] mines the minimally infrequent itemsets using another
extension of FP-Growth called Inverse FP-tree (IFP-Tree)
algorithm. To generate the minimal infrequent itemsets, it
makes use of projected and residual trees. The residual tree
is used to store the entire database except the removed items
while projected tree is used to retain only the frequent items.
Usage of residual trees reduces the computational complex-
ity to great extent. The algorithm, however, fails to show
appreciable performance in case of smaller dense datasets.

Major research challenges for rare pattern
mining techniques

The area of rare patternmining has been extensively accepted
and adopted by the research community. The previous section
discussed the current status and development of the area of
rare pattern mining. However, the existing techniques suffer
from certain gaps and drawbacks that need to be resolved for
efficiently handling the problem of rare pattern extraction.
This section discusses some challenging issues encountered
by the existent rare pattern mining techniques.

Mining rare patterns from the databases is not an easy task
and may prove to be challenging at many instances. We per-
formed several experiments on someof thewidely referenced
rare pattern mining techniques using different thresholds and
came up with some of the crucial challenges faced by the

rare pattern mining community. The experimental analysis
has been carried out to discover the issues associated with
existing rare pattern mining techniques.

Mining rare patterns from databases with different
data characteristics

Real-life databases comprise of data having different data
characteristics. The data can be frequent and dense or huge
and sparse dependingupon the typeof application.The sparse
databases contain lesser number of these frequently occur-
ring items as compared to the dense databases. On removing
the less frequent items from the databases, it is evident that
only the data with the characteristics of a dense dataset
will be retained. This further indicates that the rare items
represent the characteristics of a sparse dataset. Most rare
pattern mining techniques work well with dense datasets
having many frequently occurring items but fail to handle
the sparse datasets. The rare pattern mining techniques must
be designed in a way that they can handle both the dense and
sparse datasets efficiently.

Experimental analysis

The performance of existing rare pattern mining techniques
on dense and sparse datasets is evaluated using various real-
life datasets. Dense datasets Mushroom and Connect-4 and
sparse datasets Gazelle and Retail have been used for exper-
imental evaluation that were obtained from UCI Machine
Learning Repository. The dataset characteristics are given
in Table 1. Five well-known rare pattern mining techniques
have been considered:ARIMA,MS-Apriori, Apriori Inverse,
Apriori Rare and RP-Tree. The consideredminimum support
value, Minsup starts from 20%, gradually increasing to 40%.
For MS-Apriori, the value of β is taken as 0.1 and for Apri-
ori Inverse, the maximum support value Maxsup is taken as
60%.

Figure 3a–d depicts the execution time invested by the rare
pattern algorithms while extracting rare patterns from the
four different datasets. As can be observed from the figures,
the execution time required for sparse datasets Gazelle and
Retail is quite high compared to dense datasets Mushroom
and Connect-4. The comparative analysis given in Fig. 3e
for the execution times of Gazelle and Connect-4 illustrates
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Fig. 3 Experimental evaluation on dense and sparse datasets
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this fact. The performances of Apriori-based approaches are
better than FP-Growth based approaches in case of sparse
datasets. It is noteworthy that the execution time of RP-Tree
is better than ARIMA, Apriori Rare and MS-Apriori even in
sparse datasets, as it considers only a subset of rare itemsets
called rare-item itemsets.

However, Apriori-based approaches like ARIMA,Apriori
Inverse,Apriori Rare andMS-Apriori constructs hashing tree
for the candidates are generated, in order tomatch and update
their counts while scanning a transaction containing that par-
ticular candidate. This adds to the computation complexity
of these algorithms. FP-Growth based algorithm RP-Tree,
on the other hand fails to compress the FP-Tree generated
effectively. Since the number of frequently occurring items
is less in case of sparse datasets, sharing of nodes between
items in the tree will also be less resulting in a big and bushy
FP-Tree.

Mining rare patterns from advanced data types

The problem of rare patternmining can be extended to handle
various advanced data types. The basic rare pattern mining
techniques, however, directly cannot address the variations
demanded by these advanced data types. Modifications of
existing techniques need to be developed for effectively han-
dling the advanced data types.

Mining rare patterns from sequential databases

Sequential databases are a collection of events or elements
that are ordered in some sequence and reported either using
the time constraint or without using the same. The problem
of sequential pattern mining is very much similar to that of
frequent or rare pattern mining. The only difference is that a
temporal ordering or a sequence is maintained for the items
of a transaction in case of sequential pattern mining. Min-
ing sequential patterns is a gruesome task that involves the
exploration of a huge number of sequential patterns gener-
ated. The situation is primarily worse due to the repetition
of items in the sequence and the generation of an enormous
number of candidate sequences. Due to the growing length of
sequences, the mining techniques need to perform multiple
database scans.

Let us consider an example, to better comprehend the
problem. A sequential database having a sequence of items
with their respective IDs is shown in Table 2. Theremay exist
some patterns within the sequence of items. For instance, if
theminimum support threshold is assumed to be 2, then a fre-
quent pattern in the sequence will be < (ac)d > appearing
in transactions 1 and 3 and rest of the patterns will be rare.
This crucial issue has not been explored extensively by rare
pattern mining algorithms and very limited attempt can be
found in the literature for mining the sequential rare patterns.

Table 2 An example of
sequential database

ID Sequence

1 < b(ace)(bd)a(ef) >

2 < (bd)c(ab)(de) >

3 < (cf)(ac)(ef)db >

4 < fg(bf)ada >

5 < e(dc)fb(a) >

Experimental analysis

The rare pattern mining techniques do not take into account
the sequential orderingof the items in the sequential database.
We carried out experiments on synthetic sequential datasets
to analyze the applicability of general rare pattern mining
techniques for sequential rare pattern mining. The synthetic
datasets were generated using the sequential dataset gener-
ation techniques described in [133]. Two synthetic datasets
were used: C10-T5-S4-I1.25 and C10-T5-S4-I2.5 where C
is the average number of transactions per data sequence,
T is the average number of items per transaction, S is the
average length of maximal potentially frequent sequences
and I is the average size of itemsets in maximal potentially
frequent sequences. The number of maximal potentially fre-
quent sequences has been set to 500, the number of maximal
potentially frequent itemsets has been set to 2500, the number
of items has been set to 1000 and number of data sequences
has been set to 10,000. The execution times invested by the
rare pattern mining algorithms on these synthetic sequential
datasets is shown in Fig. 4a, b.

From the obtained results it has been observed that the pat-
terns were generated based on their frequency of occurrence
and no sequential ordering of patterns has been maintained.
The patterns generated can be regarded as unproductive as
sequential relationship between items was ignored. Thus,
suitable modifications of existing rare pattern mining tech-
niques are needed that can handle the sequential datasets
efficiently, taking into account the sequential relationships
of items as well.

Mining rare patterns from time-series or spatiotemporal
databases

Time series databases involve time series data that are
sequenceof equally spacedpoints over time.The applications
of time-series data range from weather forecasting and sig-
nal processing to astronomy and pattern recognition. Seismic
time-serieswaveformdata are given in Fig. 5a. The diamonds
in the graph represent some seismic activitywhile the squares
denote the time when earthquake happened. By finding hid-
den useful rare patterns from the data, one can predict the
occurrences of earthquake. Searching for patterns in time
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Fig. 4 Evaluation of rare pattern mining algorithms on sequential datasets

Fig. 5 Examples of time-series and spatiotemporal data

series databases is both an intriguing as well as a challenging
issue. Pattern mining techniques have attempted to discover
different types of periodic patterns from time series data.

Spatial databases basically comprises space-related data
for instance, maps, medical image and remote sensing data.
Spatiotemporal databases, on the other hand, involve a time
factor for the spatial data. Spatiotemporal data are either ID
based obtained from GPS or location based obtained from
sensors. A sample of spatiotemporal data is shown in Fig. 5b.
The sample is of a moving object data with varying sampling
rate. Extracting knowledge and patterns from such data is
not an easy task. Spatiotemporal data are highly complex
in nature and due to the high computational cost, mining
patterns from such databases become a costly affair. Mining
time series and spatiotemporal databases, therefore, needs
utmost attention.

Experimental analysis

The existing rare pattern mining techniques cannot be
directly applied to time-series data. Therefore, instead of per-
forming experiments we analyzed a well-known benchmark
dataset. To recognize the importance of rare pattern min-
ing on time-series data, we considered a real-life time series
dataset used by Van et al. [148]. The dataset contains a Dutch
research facility’s power demand for the year 1997. The data
have 35,040 points sampled over an average period of 15
min. It represents the power demand generated after every
15 min for each day of every month after for the year 1997.
The interesting point about this dataset is that despite greater
uniformity as shown in Fig. 6a, there are certain regions of
irregularities that correspond to some rare activity. The usual
and expected pattern of 5 weekday peaks followed by a flat
weekend is violated due to the fact that there are certainweeks
where one or more days are holidays.
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Fig. 6 Real-life time series data analysis

Figure 6b represents normal pattern of power demand for
3 weeks with no holidays. The 5 peaks in the figure denote 5
weekdays followed by a flat weekend. Figure 6c, on the other
hand, represents a surprising and abnormal pattern different
from the normal trend as the concerned weeks contain hol-
idays. Such information indicates the that amount of power
demand is less not only at weekends but also on holidays. The
analysis thus establishes the fact that significant rare patterns
may exist in time-series data, identification of which may
prove to be beneficial for the research community.

Mining rare patterns from graph databases

Structured graphs nowadays are being used for represent-
ing various types of data including chemical, biological and
XML data as well as software program traces to name a
few. Graph databases store and represent the data in the form
of graph structures with nodes and edges. The main con-
cept behind graph databases is the edge relationship between
data items that represent how these items are related to each
other. An example of the data stored in a graph database
is shown in Fig. 7. The example contains the information
of some employees working in a company named Robert

& Associates. Each node in the graph contains individual
information about the employees like their id, name and age
while the edges represent the relationships between them.
For instance, an information conveyed from the graph will
be:- “Thomas having id 2 and age 20, knows Robert having
id 3 and age 50 since 12-8-2009, who is the manager of the
company Robert & Associates.”

The graph databases may contain many significant pat-
terns applicable to several domains. Mining of rare structural
patterns from these databases is both an essential and intricate
task that comes up with numerous challenges. First, graphs
are very complicated structures andmining rare patterns from
them itself is a challenging issue. Second, the most crucial
hurdle while mining graph databases is their massive size.
The graph databases are so large and complicated that they
mostly cannot fit in main memory. This demands for scalable
graphmining techniques that can employ secondarymemory
during the mining process.

Experimental analysis

As the current rare pattern mining techniques are not suitable
for graph mining, we decided to perform data analysis using
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Fig. 7 An example of data
stored in graph database

Fig. 8 Graph data analysis

an existing frequent graph patternmining technique. For data
analysis, we have used a real-life web browsing dataset. The
dataset contains one-day log access history of a WWW site
knownasAcharaNAVIofRecruit Co. Ltd.Weused the freely
available implementation of awell-knowngraph patternmin-
ing algorithm called Apriori-based Graph Mining (AGM)
[66] for analyzing the data. Each line of the log text file con-
tains information about the user’s IP address, visited URL
and access points. The access log was converted into a set of
transactions by removing the access points and IP addresses.
Each access history forms a transaction. The access log file
contains nearly 8700URLswith their associated links. These
links were further transformed into nodes using the graph
representation technique described in [67]. For ease of under-
standing, theURL’sweremapped into alphabets representing
the node labels. The users visit the URL’s with the help of
the hyperlinks. The graph shown in Fig. 8a illustrates the
URLs along with their associated hyperlinks. The sequence
of access is given in Fig. 8b.

From the figures it can be observed that for reaching E
from A, the mostly used path is via B then from B via some

other URL’s like C or F. The frequent sequence in this case
is from A to E via B and C or via B and F. There is another
sequence starting from A to D then reaching E via B and
F. Even though this sequence has been rarely followed, it
suggests that if a link had been present between URL’s D
and E, then the clients could have directly accessed E from
A via D. Such a sequence would have been more accessible
and uncomplicated. Thus identifying such rare sequences in
graph can aid in faster and smoother access of the URLs.
This analysis, therefore, justifies the importance of identify-
ing rare patterns from graph databases.

Mining rare patterns from large and high
dimensional databases

With emerging technology, there is a rapid growth in the size
of real world databases. The pattern mining techniques are
heavily dependent onmain memory and thus become incom-
patible when it comes to handling large databases. Similarly,
working with high dimensional bioinformatics data like
microarray and gene expression data is a challenging issue
as the datasets contain hundreds and thousands of columns.

The general pattern mining algorithms depend on the
row length of tables to a great extent. With increase in row
length or the number of columns, the combination of items
become exponential, which poses great difficulty in front of
the pattern mining techniques. Due to the retainment of rare
itemsets, this situation particularly becomes worse in case
of rare pattern mining techniques. Thus efficient rare pat-
tern mining techniques are needed that can scale well with
increasing database size or dimension.
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Experimental analysis

To test the scalability of rare pattern mining techniques, we
performed several experiments using synthetic datasets. The
synthetic datasets were generated using the data generation
process described in [8]. Two synthetic datasets, T10I4 and
T20I10, were used varying the number of transactions. The
first has an average transaction length of 10 items, average
frequent itemset size of 4 items and the number of distinct
items 1 Kwhile the second one have a similar number of dis-
tinct itemsbut an average transaction length of 20 and average
frequent itemset size of 10 items. The size of the database
has been varied from 100 to 1000 K and a Minsup of 10%
has been used. To gauge performances in terms of scalability,
we considered a main memory limitation of 256 MB.

Figure 9a, c shows an obvious increase in the execu-
tion time of the algorithms with increase in the number of
transactions for the two datasets. From Fig. 9b, it can be
observed that the algorithms managed to complete their exe-
cution within the memory limitation of 256 MB. However,
for dataset T20I10, the execution of algorithmsARIMA,MS-
Apriori and Apriori Rare could not be completed within the
restricted amount of memory as illustrated in Fig. 9d. There-
fore, it can be concluded that for a memory limitation of 256
MB, these algorithms would have failed as their memory
usage has increased beyond the available main memory size.

To assess performance with respect to memory usage, we
calculated the memory utilization factors for each algorithm.
Memory utilization factor is computed as:- available main
memory/memory usage of algorithms [4]. Thus, memory uti-
lization factor for an algorithm decreases with increase in the
amount of memory usage. From Fig. 9e, it can be witnessed
that the performance of algorithms degrade with increase in
memory usage or decrease in memory utilization factor.

Mining rare patterns from incremental data

Real-world applications undergo tremendous modifications
due to continuous addition and deletion of data. Handling
dynamic databases is a gruesome task for pattern mining
techniques as the data are continuously updated, generating
new rules and invalidating the existing ones. Pattern mining
techniques invest huge amount of time, processing the newly
updated database.

Let us consider an example to better understand the prob-
lem. Example of an incremental database is shown in Table
3. Database D in Table 3a represents the original database
while Table 3b represents the updated database. For a sup-
port threshold of 3, the frequent items in database D are:- a,
b and e whereas c, f and d are the rare items. In the updated
databaseD′, D− represents the transactions that were deleted
while D+ represents the newly added items. After the update
occurs, the frequencies or support values of the items will

change. For instance, in the newly updated database, a, b
and d will be the frequent items while c, f and e will be the
rare items. Thus item d which was initially rare, has now
become frequent due to the change in its support value and
item e which was frequent in the original database, has now
become rare. Thus, in order to overcome such variations in
support count of the items, advanced techniques are needed
that operate only on the updated or incremental part of the
database instead of processing it from scratch.

In case of rare pattern mining, the incremental update of
data may make some rare itemsets frequent and some pre-
vious frequent itemsets rare due to change in support count
values of these items. These may invalidate the entire set
of rare association rules generated. The existing rare pat-
tern mining techniques assume the transactional data to be
static and operate without considering the dynamic nature of
databases. There is a need for expansion of these techniques
to work with dynamic databases as well.

Experimental analysis

For experimental evaluation,we have used the same synthetic
dataset T10I4, that was used in the previous experiment. We
fixed the size of the initial database to 10,000 rows. To test the
performance of the rare pattern mining techniques on incre-
mental databases, we kept adding different increments and
the experiments were performed on varying increment sizes.
The increment sizes were varied from 500 transactions, that
constitutes 5% of the original database to 5000 transactions,
constituting 50% of the original database. The Minsup value
has been set to 5%.

The execution times of the algorithms on the original
database and different increment sizes are depicted in Fig.
10a, b, respectively. Figure 10c on the other hand, illustrates
the runtime invested by the algorithms on updated database
with respect to the original database. From the figures,we can
observe that the performance of the algorithms degrade upon
addition of the increments. The execution time spent on the
updated database is quite higher than the original database
and it kept on increasing with smaller increments to very
large increments. This is quite obvious since the algorithms
run from scratchwhen new transactions are added to the orig-
inal data. This clearly establishes the inefficiency of the rare
pattern mining techniques in handling incremental data and
the need of competent techniques for handling the same with
greater adaptability.

Mining rare patterns from data streams

The online applications in various domains, generate enor-
mous volume of data streams at a rapid rate. In case of
data streams, the flow of data is continuous and varying
unlike traditional databases. The storage of data streams is a
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Fig. 9 Scalability evaluation of rare pattern mining algorithms
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Table 3 Example of incremental database

Tid Items Tid Items

(a) Original database (b) Updated database

D D′

1 a, b, c D− 1 a,b,c

2 a, b, e 2 a, b, e

3 a, b, d, f 3 a, b, d, f

4 a, b 4 a, b

5 c, d, e 5 c, d, e

6 a, b, e, f 6 a, b, e, f

D+ 7 a,b,d

8 a, b, c, d

gruesome task considering its tremendous volume and high
speed. Moreover, scanning the entire data stream multiple
times makes the rare pattern mining technique inefficient
and incompetent. For online extraction of rare patterns, single
pass rare patternmining techniques are needed.With the pas-
sage of time, the frequency counts of itemsets may change
making them frequent or rare, an issue known as concept
drift. The rare pattern mining techniques must be capable of
handling the concept drift problem efficiently.

Experimental analysis

The significance of rare patterns in data streams is examined
using a real-life stream dataset called RSS feed.We collected
sports and entertainment news stories from the database. The
processing has been done using WordNet and the data has
been divided into 14 streams, each stream representing data
for a duration of 24 h. The streams obtained after preprocess-
ing are ordered sequence of entertainment and sports stories
generated each day. To obtain the ground truth or the number
of rare patterns in the stream sequence, the data has been
analyzed manually. The graph given in Fig. 11 demonstrates
the number of rare items identified each day.

The rare items represent the stories whose words are not
frequently repeated in subsequent stories for a period of 24 h.
These infrequent stories, however, have been found contain
some significant sports and entertainment information that
substantiate the implication of rare pattern mining over data
streams.

Frequent vs rare patternmining: a
comparison

Over the years, there has been a considerable development
of pattern mining techniques deriving patterns from different
kinds of databases. Even since its inception, frequent patterns

were the only concern for the patternmining community. The
rare patterns were considered to be of least importance that
give no valuable information to the users as such. With the
advent of technology, rare patterns have proved to be of vital
importance in many domains. The area of frequent pattern
mining has been extensively studied, however many devel-
opments have beenmade in the field of rare pattern mining as
well. This section elicits a comparative study between these
two areas. The comparison is provided to give convincing
facts as viable future directions for the researchers in the
area of rare pattern mining.

Issues handled by frequent and rare patternmining
techniques

Many endeavors from frequent pattern mining techniques
can be seen in the literature handling the above discussed
challenges. Table 4 elucidates some of the articles on fre-
quent pattern mining handling the various issues. Only the
relevant and recent articles published in the area of fre-
quent pattern mining have been considered. The articles
handling the respective issues are only included for com-
parisons excluding surveys. To better understand the status
of frequent pattern mining techniques under various issues,
a graphical analysis is given in Fig. 12.

From the trends in the graph, it can be concluded that the
highest amount of research in the field of frequent pattern
mining has been carried out for mining the sequential pat-
terns followedbymining frequent patterns fromdata streams.
However, only a limited attempt has been made to mine
frequent patterns from databases having different data char-
acteristics.

Rare pattern mining, being a new and emerging area, has
attempted only few of the pattern mining issues. The various
articles published in the area of rare pattern mining handling
different issues are given in Table 5. The table includes only
articles handling a particular issue excluding the review arti-
cles.

Comparison between frequent and rare pattern
mining techniques

To make the study more convincing, a comparison between
frequent and rare patternmining areas based on the amount of
research carried out, a graphical analysis is provided in Fig.
13. The figure illustrates that only a limited attempt has been
made by rare pattern mining techniques for mining patterns
from data streams, graph databases and sequential patterns as
compared to frequent pattern mining techniques. There are
still no endeavors towards mining rare patterns from incre-
mental and large databases aswell as databaseswith different
data characteristics.
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Fig. 10 Evaluation of rare pattern mining algorithms on incremental datasets

Fig. 11 Number of rare items in
RSS feed data
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Table 4 Issues handled by frequent pattern mining techniques

Issues Articles handling the issues No. of articles

Mining data with
different data
characteristics

[6,7,16,81,110,114,115] 7

Mining sequential
patterns

[1,9,12,21,23,26,27,32,39–41,49,51,54,62,63,72,73,79,82,86,102–104,106,112,116–
118,121,122,130,133,147,152,161,163,164]

38

Mining time-series
and spatiotemporal
databases

[17,20,35,43,47,48,60,61,64,64,76,78,100,108,126,131,134,155,162] 19

Mining graph
databases

[18,25,57,66,80,92,113,136,149,150,154,158–160,171,174,175] 17

Mining large and
high dimensional
databases

[4,5,14,15,94,97,110,111,119,139,172] 11

Handling
incremental data

[10,11,13,22,28–31,37,55,65,71,89,95,107,137,140,157,167] 19

Handling data
streams

[24,33,34,42,69,70,84,87,88,90,91,93,98,99,101,105,109,125,138,141,143,145,151,156,165,168,169] 27

Future directions for rare patternmining

Rare pattern mining is a relatively less explored area than
frequent pattern mining. The growing urge for rare patterns
in various domains indicates that the field of rare pattern
mining is emerging extensively and there is much room for
expansion. This section discusses some future prospects for
the area of rare pattern mining.

1. Mining sparse data and datasets with long patterns
The existing rare pattern mining techniques can very
well handle the dense datasets containing a group of
frequent items. As discussed in “Mining rare patterns
from databases with different data characteristics”, rare
pattern mining techniques fail to handle sparse data and
datasets with long patterns. The rare pattern mining tech-
niques are primarily based on Apriori or FP-Growth like
approaches. BothApriori and FP-Growth approaches fail
to handle sparse data and datasets with long patterns effi-
ciently. Thus there is a growing urge for rare pattern
mining techniques that can efficiently handle sparse data
and datasets with long patterns.
A possible solution could be to use array-based or queue-
based implementation instead of a tree-based implemen-
tation as the performance of tree data structure is not
substantial in case of sparse datasets.

2. Scalable rare patternmining algorithms Scalability of
algorithms is a prime issue to be considered during the
mining of rare patterns. Although the frequent pattern
mining techniques have extensively handled the scala-
bility issue, existing rare pattern mining techniques have
not taken any initiative in this regard. Memory usage,

being one of the crucial issues of pattern mining, must
be taken into account during the generation of rare item-
sets. In order to mine both frequent and rare itemsets, the
rare items need to be preserved along with the frequent
one during itemset generation phase. This clearly indi-
cates that the requirement of memory will be more, due
to which rare pattern mining methods might have to go
beyond physical memory and employ secondary mem-
ory in the mining process.
A probable approach towards solving this issue could be
to employ secondary storage structures where the can-
didate itemsets and nodes representing the rare itemsets
can be stored when they can no longer be accommodated
in main memory.

3. Incremental rare patternmining algorithmsRare pat-
tern mining techniques mostly operate on transaction
databases that are static in nature. In case of static
databases, there is no addition or deletion of items as
such and hence they are not updated every time. Mining
rare patterns from dynamic or incremental databases is
a bigger challenge as the databases undergo continuous
update due to the inclusion or erasure of transactions.
The rare pattern mining community, although has not
considered this crucial issue but generating incremental
algorithms for mining rare patterns, does not seem to be
an unachievable task considering the extensive efforts in
the field of frequent pattern mining.
The existing rare pattern mining algorithms use tree data
structures like FP-Tree or RP-Tree. Thus one can think
in the direction of extending FP-Tree or RP-Tree to han-
dle incremental datasets in the same manner as that of
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Fig. 12 Number of frequent
pattern mining articles reviewed

Table 5 Issues handled by rare pattern mining techniques

Issues Articles handling the issues No. of articles

Mining data with different data characteristics Nil –

Mining sequential patterns [124,173] 2

Mining time-series and spatiotemporal databases Nil –

Mining graph databases [170] 1

Mining large and high dimensional databases Nil –

Handling incremental data Nil –

Handling data streams [53,58,59,83,128] 5

Fig. 13 Comparison of frequent and rare pattern mining techniques based on articles reviewed under various issues
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IFP-Tree. Another solution could be to use the strategies
of FUP or Borders algorithm.

4. Mining rare sequential patterns Sequential pattern
mining is a significant area that comes up with numer-
ous challenges. “Mining rare patterns from sequential
databases” discussed the issues involved in the extrac-
tion of rare sequential patterns from databases. Mining
sequential patterns is a less explored area for the rare pat-
tern mining community.
Recently, Zhu et al. [173] has made an attempt to mine
the rare sequential patterns fromdocument streamswhich
are sequential in nature. The algorithm named Sequen-
tial Topic Patterns(STPs) tries to identify the abnormal
activities of Internet users over document streams. A sim-
ilar attempt has been made by Rahman et al. [124] to
detect anomalies in SCADA logs. The mining of rare
sequential patterns has not been extensively explored and
there is much room for expansion in this regard. The
rare patternmining community needs to develop efficient
rare sequential patternmining techniquesmaintaining the
temporal and sequential relationships among the rare pat-
terns.

5. Mining rare patterns from graph databases Interest-
ing patterns may appear in graph databases that make
graph pattern mining an interesting concept to work on.
In case of pattern mining, transactions in graph are sym-
bolized using adjacency matrices. Many attempts can be
found in the literature tomine frequent patterns from such
databases. The appreciable amount of work done in the
area of frequent patternmining for graph databases advo-
cates exploration of the same for mining rare patterns.
The enormous amount of research for mining patterns
from graph databases suggests that it is not an inconceiv-
able task and can be extended for mining rare patterns
with substantial effort.

6. Mining rare patterns from time-series and spatiotem-
poral data Mining patterns from time-series and spa-
tiotemporal data have vital importance in the field of
data mining. Interesting patterns may exist in such time-
related databases that may be beneficial for various
application domains. Rare events or patterns present in
the time series or spatiotemporal databases may provide
some useful information valuable for the researchers.
Therefore, the rare pattern mining community must
emphasize on the mining of such databases to establish
rare pattern mining as a significant area in the field of
data mining.
The rare periodic patterns from time-series or spatiotem-
poral databases are likely to deliver some significant
information to the users. Thus rare pattern mining com-
munitymust show tremendous efforts in discovering such
beneficial patterns by pursuing the strategies used by fre-
quent pattern mining techniques.

7. Mining rare patterns from data streams Extracting
patterns over data streams has always been an indispens-
able task in the field of data mining. Rare pattern mining
although being a new area has also attempted few endeav-
ors towards the mining of rare patterns from such data.
Nevertheless, there is much room for expansion in this
area when it comes to mining of rare patterns from data
streams. Both single pass [58,59,128] and multiple pass
algorithms [53,83] have been designed for generation of
rare patterns fromdata stream.The techniques developed,
however, cannot efficiently handle the issue of concept
drift. The rare pattern mining techniques can refer the
existing efficient frequent pattern mining techniques to
develop suitable techniques for mining rare patterns over
data streams, efficiently handling the issue of concept
drift in near future.

8. Mining multilevel and multidimensional rare asso-
ciation rules The transactions in the databases can be
conceptually organized at different levels that calls for
the extension of rare itemsets and rare association rules
to multiple levels of abstraction as well as to multiple
dimensions. In many applications, the data is assumed to
be sparse at lower levels while at higher levels, the data is
mostly dense. The rules obtained from the lower levels of
abstraction are generally considered to be less interesting
or not strong enough.
Srikant et al. [132] aswell asHan et al. [46] suggested that
for a uniform support value across different levels, higher
level frequent itemsets need to be obtained first followed
by their corresponding lower level itemsets. Han et al.
[52] also suggested the use of different support values for
different levels of abstraction. Considering all the above
facts, there is a need to extend the concept of mining rare
association rules to multiple levels and dimensions.

9. Mining rare patterns using vertical data format: Rare
pattern mining techniques generally extract the patterns
by mining the database in a horizontal format where one
column represents the transaction id, whereas the other
represents the number of items brought together in the
transaction with that particular id. An alternative to this
could be the mining of database in vertical data format.

10. Miningmulti-objective rare association rules:Most of
the pattern mining techniques handle the issue of extract-
ing association rules by employing a support-confidence
framework and hence considering the same to be a single
objective issue. However, many studies in the literature
claim that it is not enough to measure the interestingness
of a rule using only their support and confidence values.
This suggests the rare pattern mining community to look
beyond the support-confidence framework and incorpo-
rate additional measures to judge the interestingness of
a rule. Some rare association rule mining algorithms use
additional parameters like comprehensibility and inter-
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estingness along with support and confidence to measure
the quality of a rule.
With the purpose of mining multiobjective rare asso-
ciation rule, only few attempts have been made in the
literature. The first one by Hoque et al. [56] in their algo-
rithm FRIMA and the second one being the RP-Tree
algorithm developed by Tsang et al. [146]. In case of
FRIMA, in addition to support and confidence parame-
ters, comprehensibility and interestingness are also used
to measure the quality of a rule. RP-Tree employed
seven different rule interestingnessmeasures to gauge the
quality of the rare rules generated. To obtain significant
interesting rare rules, there is a need to employ different
rule interestingness measures, instead of sticking to the
mere ‘support-confidence framework’. The rare associa-
tion rule generation algorithmsmust extend their concept
of rule quality to different interestingness parameters.

11. Mining rare patterns from big data With the advent
of technology, tremendous volume of data is being gen-
erated by the databases, processing of which become a
challenging task. Big data as the name suggests, refers to
those datasets that cannot be handled by the traditional
data processing techniques due to their huge size and
complexity involved.
Mining rare association rules frombig data can be a future
aspect for the rare pattern mining community. Although
rare association rule mining itself is a challenging area,
nevertheless there is scope of expansion and considering
its extensive growth, mining big data does not seem to be
an impossible task.

12. Application based future perspectives
Apart from the key challenges involved in the area of
pattern mining, there are still some less explored real-life
applications of vital importance that need to be addressed.
The rare pattern mining community must take up these
applications as well with utmost importance. This sec-
tion, therefore, discusses some future directions handling
significant real-life applications in the area of rare pattern
mining.

(a) Mining rare patterns from high dimensional bio-
logical datasets Bioinformatics has emerged as a
significant field of research over the years. Microar-
ray data have been widely used in various disease
related research. Some abnormalities in the gene
expression levels of microarray data may indicate
the presence of any disorder that can be well estab-
lished by the extraction of rare patterns. The area
of rare pattern mining has not yet explored such
biological datasets but has much room for expan-
sion with regard to this area. However, mining such
high-dimensional datasets with different characteris-
tics is a serious issue for pattern mining algorithms

as discussed in “Mining rare patterns from large and
high-dimensional databases”. The rare pattern min-
ing community must take up the mining of biological
datasets as a substantial application to work on, look-
ing at its emerging demand and significance. It is
worth anticipating rare patterns from such data that
may help in identify some serious abnormalities ben-
efiting the medical community.

(b) Mining rare patterns for detecting network anomalies
Network anomaly detection is a crucial problem to be
resolved for the data mining community. Extraction
of these anomalous patterns resulting from fraud-
ulent activities or system failure is a serious issue
to look upon. Rahman et al. [123] made an initial
attempt towards it by extracting rare patterns from
wireless connection records. TheApriori-based algo-
rithm developed by them obtains the rare patterns
to identify the anomalous records. The authors then
proceed to find the anomalous patterns in SCADA
logs using rare pattern mining in [124]. The rare pat-
tern mining community needs to extend its endeavors
towards anomaly detection taking into consideration
its tremendous implications.

(c) Mining rare patterns for identifying adverse drug
reactions The rare patterns present in electronic
patient database might provide significant indica-
tions about adverse drug reactions. This application
domain can be a fruitful future perspective for the
area of rare pattern mining. [68] identified the causal
relationships between drugs and its adverse reac-
tions using an interestingness measure. Feldman et
al. [38] employed similar strategies to mine the rare
patterns for identifying drug reactions. These limited
attempts,however, are not sufficient for such crucial
research applications and demand much more atten-
tion.

(d) Detecting suspicious behavior in web applications
Suspicious activity may occur that needs to be iden-
tified for secure web operations. Identification of rare
patterns that correspond to fraudulent activities could
assist in web application security.With such a notion,
Adda et al. [3] developed a system for detecting and
analyzing suspicious web applications. Significant
rare pattern mining techniques encompassing such
applications are much desired.

Conclusion

Over the years there has been extensive research in the field
of pattern mining. Pattern mining techniques have single
handedly considered the mining of only frequent patterns,
neglecting the rare ones. Recent studies illustrate the sig-
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nificance of rare patterns in a wide range of application
areas. From “Significance of rare patterns and rare associ-
ation rules”, the relevance of these substantial patterns in
various domains can be recognized. The research commu-
nity has taken a step forward towards the exploration of
thesemomentous patterns keeping inmind their significance.
However, being a novel field, the scope of expansion of rare
pattern mining is abounding.

Mining rare patterns from data comes up with numerous
challenges. The experimental analysis provided in “Major
research challenges for rare patternmining techniques” illus-
trates the various issues involved in rare patternmining. From
the comparative study given in “Frequent vs rare patternmin-
ing: a comparison”, it can be concluded that only a small
amount of work is carried out for mining the rare patterns
from data streams and sequential databases. However, signif-
icant quantities ofworkhavebeendone for the same in case of
frequent pattern mining. Furthermore, some issues like min-
ing rare patterns from large and high dimensional databases,
databases with different data characteristics, incremental
databases, time-series and spatio-temporal databases are still
untouched. The comparison will let the researches gain an
insight into the current status of rare pattern mining as well
as gauge its future scope.

This article also attempts to provide some significant
ideas as feasible future directions for the rare pattern mining
community in “Future directions for rare pattern mining”.
Through this brief overview, the article makes an effort to
provide some practicable directions to the researchers look-
ing for some viable future perspectives to work on.
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